Safely stowed: S 5000 Resisto
When you’ve got something to want to lock up safely, you need to put your trust in professionals. C+P Möbelsysteme is a globally active market leader in assembled box lockers and cloakroom lockers of steel.

Security from a market leader.

Wherever you need tidiness and security, we have the solution – not to mention decades of experience.

Nurseries and schools

Universities and educational institutions

Small but impressive:
The small Resisto has a durable cover plate.

When spirits are running high, a sense of mischief sometimes results in a kick for the locker door. It’s a case for Resisto from C+P – with ‘rascal-proof’ doors.

A whole host of requirements have to be met in this kind of area: the lockers need to offer plenty of storage space, stand up to frequent use, and have automatic door closure to keep escape routes clear.
A wide range of compartment sizes might be needed depending on requirements, from double-tier cloakroom lockers to small-compartment lockers. In this kind of area, online and offline electronic locking systems are preferred.

An office environment demands high-quality solutions that blend in with their surroundings. The idea of combining a place to sit and converse with an elegant yet durable storage solution is simply brilliant.

Assembled box lockers need to be sturdy and easy to operate. They should also be pleasing to the eye, transparent for ease of monitoring, and function reliably – like the C+P Intro series with twin coin deposit locks, for example.

Open wardrobes:  
Resisto is also available as an open wardrobe – e.g. for office use.
Right for the age group

The small version of Resisto is ideal for nurseries and primary schools.
Assembled box lockers in schools and nurseries have to put up with a lot. Resisto is made for the job, because the special doors not only look attractive, they can also take whatever kicks are thrown at them!

**Fits in anywhere:**
The small version of Resisto is also available with just two adjacent compartments.

**Sturdy and secure:**
Thanks to their curved design, the special doors of 1.5 mm thick steel are extremely sturdy – robust and ‘rascal-proof’.

**Lots of storage space:**
Finally, enough room and security for everything – no squashing, no crushing!
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When things are safely locked away, they can’t get lost – and that’s as true for kids’ belongings as anything else. For children we have special lockers with easy-to-reach compartments. Whether you opt for the Resisto or the Intro series (see illustration above) depends on use and location.

**Practical tips**

**It’s your choice!**

**Resisto**

- ‘Rascal-proof’ special doors with curvature.
- Integrated door limiter with 80° opening angle to protect adjacent door. Automatic door closure available on request (e.g. for installation near escape routes).
- Two compartment sizes (each 350 mm wide) and three locker depths for universal use.

Resisto is the right choice if you need sturdy lockers with a unique visual design.

**Intro**

- Single- or double-walled depending on compartment size, flat doors.
- Door opening angle 170° (e.g. for installation near escape routes).
- Ten different compartment sizes (300 mm or 400 mm wide) and two locker depths for all types of use.

Intro is the attractive solution with flat doors and several different compartment sizes to adapt to any storage needs.
Intelligent Resisto assembled box lockers are conducive to successful study.
Colleges and universities have entered the battle to attract the best brains. When would-be students are choosing their place of study, it’s not just the course itself but the college or university environment that influences their choice of institution.

The right impression.

Institutions that aim to attract the best students and raise their academic profile are aware of the importance of these factors. Resisto assembled box lockers offer decisive added value: tidiness, security, plus intelligent features for a smooth day of study.

State of the art:
Assembled box locker systems with central operating terminal and biometric scanner (using fingerprint as key) offer maximum convenience and security.

Automatic door closure:
Resisto doors can be fitted with automatic door closure on request (e.g. for installation near escape routes).
Practical tips

Protection against long-term ‘reservations’

Until recently the unauthorized long-term use of lockers was a common problem in universities and libraries. Resisto provides the ideal solution for any usage concept:

- Deposit locks which ‘penalize’ unauthorized key removal.
- PIN locks with master code for central access.
- Combined PIN / deposit locks to prevent deliberate locking of several compartments.
- Electronic online locking systems where a student’s electronic ID serves as the key. Usage of the pass can be monitored at all times, given a time limit, and documented to prevent unnoticed misuse.

Adaptable:
Resisto lockers are available in two compartment heights and three locker depths to suit any requirements.

Lots of storage space:
Finally, there’s enough room for everything! Even a full-face helmet will fit easily in a Resisto compartment.

Power supply:
As an option, each compartment can be fitted with two 230 V sockets to recharge laptops or mobile phones in no time.

Online locking systems:
For electronic student IDs, for example, which can be used as keys.

Offline locking systems:
With PIN function or separate data carrier – available in several different versions.

Electronic equipment has become very popular in colleges and universities. And why shouldn’t locker systems keep pace with technology? Electronic locking systems, sockets and integrated LED lighting make Resisto a contemporary piece of equipment.
Perfect

Extra-deep bag lockers – also available in the family-friendly double-tier version – are perfect for changing rooms in sports and fitness facilities.
Users of sports, fitness, leisure and wellness facilities expect one thing above all: to be able to relax, devote time to themselves and switch off from everyday worries. For that to happen, the locker and changing rooms need to be just right.

C+P bag lockers are designed to make sure the wellness experience starts right away: convenient and spacious compartments that are easy to operate. Accessories that set the tone. Extra equipment that offers practical benefits.

Wellness from the outset.

The right compartment size

The annoying thing about many lockers and changing facilities is that the compartments are too small, and users have to literally squash their possessions to make them fit. With C+P, there is a better solution:

- The Resisto series includes extra-deep versions for large sports bags.
- It’s better to choose a compartment size bigger than you think you will need. More and more users are tending to bring large bags with them.
- The Intro series even has a compartment width of 400 mm.
- By providing adequate space and a pleasant atmosphere you can win ‘brownie’ points with facility users before they even see the actual facilities! You don’t get a second chance at a first impression!
Small-compartment system with central display:
The electronic locking system directs the user to a free compartment using the central terminal.

When a user only has a few important items to stow, compact small-compartment lockers are ideal – whether on their own or as an addition to changing room and bag lockers. Electronic locking systems are the ideal solution for these. They allow the user to access an additional small compartment (for example inside the system) using the same data carrier.

On the safe side:
Valuables and electronic equipment are in safe hands in small-compartment lockers.

Fingerprints as keys:
Electronic locking systems with biometric scanners are secure and convenient – it doesn’t get any simpler than this!

Matching benches and changing benches:
Matching benches are an essential piece of equipment in any locker room or changing room.
Marketplace

Personal storage where you need it: a place for people to relax and chat, with integrated Resisto lockers.
The fittings and ambience are important factors in any office when it comes to enhancing motivation and productivity. This includes the peace of mind of knowing that your personal belongings are securely stored.

The locking system can be incorporated into existing time logging and access control systems. C+P seamlessly integrates state-of-the-art locker technology into modern, sophisticated office environments.
Even in office and administrative areas there are certain minimum standards. Each employee needs a locker and a clothes hanger. C+P offers you a wide range of locker and cloakroom accessories for the office.
Relaxed

Shop but don’t drop: Providing lockers allows shoppers to enjoy shopping without worrying about heavy bags.
Assembled box lockers from C+P actively encourage customer loyalty. Because when people receive good service, they come back.

For loyal customers.

Customers can stow belongings they don’t need and then enjoy a stress-free shopping trip. They are free to concentrate on the important things and aren’t literally weighed down with bags.
Intro lockers for shopping centres and retail warehouses can fulfil a wide range of functions. Different compartment sizes provide the right option for every user. Different door materials are available to fit in with the desired visual design and security requirements. And the locking systems are maintenance-free for maximum convenience.

**Intro assembled box locker:**
Sturdy steel carcass with transparent doors of acrylic glass.

**SAFE-O-PIN lock:**
Keyless SAFE-O-PIN locks are convenient and easy to use. The optional additional coin deposit function prevents lockers from being closed without authorisation.

**Twin coin deposit lock:**
This allows the user to choose between two different coins, so they will almost always have the right coin to hand.
There are various factors to consider when deciding which locker series is right for which application. For initial guidance, on these pages you will find brief descriptions of the different series plus practical tips on the areas where they are suitable.

### Which series is right for which place?

As you can see, market leader C+P has even more steel locker solutions in its range:

#### More locker series with compartment solutions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Special Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intro</strong></td>
<td>Robust models with lots of compartment sizes&lt;br&gt;Special features:&lt;br&gt;- Largest range of compartment sizes&lt;br&gt;- Single- and double-walled doors&lt;br&gt;- Extra depth 590 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resisto</strong></td>
<td>Rascal-proof models&lt;br&gt;Special features:&lt;br&gt;- Special doors of 1.5 mm steel&lt;br&gt;- &quot;Rascal-proof&quot; school locker&lt;br&gt;- Extra depth 640 mm and 740 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clanic</strong></td>
<td>The timeless basic range&lt;br&gt;Special features:&lt;br&gt;- Inexpensive complete range&lt;br&gt;- Classic design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evolo</strong></td>
<td>The evolution of a classic&lt;br&gt;Special features:&lt;br&gt;- Attractive complete range&lt;br&gt;- Further development of the basic class&lt;br&gt;- Exchangeable door-front concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cambio</strong></td>
<td>The optimum in design and technology&lt;br&gt;Special features:&lt;br&gt;- Top-of-the-range model with system carcass that can be modified retrospectively&lt;br&gt;- Almost unlimited options in version, design and interior fittings!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this brochure we present the Resisto and Intro series from C+P.

You will find other locker solutions from the Classic, Evolo and Cambio series in the relevant brochures or the latest C+P catalogue.

Request your copy now or download as PDF from www.cpmoebel.de
The difference is in the detail! S 5000 Resisto and S 4000 Intro offer much more than you expect. Clever and well thought through – typical C+P.

Equipment solutions for lockers

Cover plate: Durable DBS cover plates protect the top of the half-height lockers.

Power supply: As an option, each compartment can be fitted with two 230 V sockets.

Lighting: With the optional interior LED lighting, you’re never left in the dark.

Sturdy and secure

'Rascal-proof': The 1.5 mm thick steel doors with curvature make Resisto extremely sturdy.

Door opening limiter 80°: Prevents damage to the door of the adjacent Resisto locker. Also available with automatic door closure.

Labelling and orientation

Lock numbering with door protection: The elegant key plate with interchangeable numbering protects the door from damage.

Door numbering: The numbers on the door are available in black grey or silver.
### Mechanical locking systems

**Cylinder lock with 2 keys:**
With cylinder barrel, pin cylinder or sheet lock. Optionally available with master key function.

**Safety turning bolt:**
It is not possible to over-rotate the locking mechanism since the lock cylinder does not snap into place until the padlock has been removed.

**SAFE-O-MAT lock:**
With convenient twin coin deposit lock…

**…or as token-operated lock:**
With large cashbox (twin-coin multi-use).

**Ticket-operated locks:**
The practical solution found at many swimming pools: the admission ticket dispensed by the machine also serves as a deposit. Staff IDs or club membership cards can also be used.

**Digilock locking system:**
Programmable system with freely selectable PIN and additional locking options.

**PIN lock:**
The simple solution with freely selectable PIN. Ideal wherever keys or data carriers are not wanted.

**SAFE-O-PIN lock:**
With freely selectable PIN. Ideal wherever keys or data carriers are not wanted. (Also available with additional coin deposit function)

**SAFE-O-TRONIC® lock:**
Electronic transponder locking system with various forms of data carrier integration.

### Electronic offline locking systems

**PIN lock:**
The simple solution with freely selectable PIN. Ideal wherever keys or data carriers are not wanted.

**Digilock locking system:**
Programmable system with freely selectable PIN and additional locking options.

**SAFE-O-PIN lock:**
With freely selectable PIN. Ideal wherever keys or data carriers are not wanted. (Also available with additional coin deposit function)

**SAFE-O-TRONIC® lock:**
Electronic transponder locking system with various forms of data carrier integration.

### Electronic online locking systems

**GAT locking system with central information display:**
The compartment is opened by data carrier directly on the locker, whereas the central display provides information about which compartments are in use and which compartments are free.

**METRA locking system with central terminal:**
The compartment is opened on the central terminal, by means of either data carrier or fingerprint biometric scan.
It’s your choice.

The Resisto and Intro series offer the right locker for every application. Because we set great store by variability. You can bet our range has the right one for you, too.

Your C+P furniture adviser will be glad to give you more information and to demonstrate the ideal solution for you.

The S 5000 Resisto series from C+P is available...

...in three locker widths and two compartment sizes

...in two locker heights and three locker depths
Height 1255 mm with DBS decor cover plate and three tiers.
Height 1950 mm with two and/or five tiers.
Depths 540 mm, 640 mm and extra-deep 740 mm.

...in special versions
Special solutions as open wardrobes, breakout areas or combination blocks.

The S 4000 Intro series from C+P is available ...

...in four locker widths with two compartment widths and ten different compartment sizes
Compartment width 300 mm or 400 mm, with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 tiers.

...in two locker heights and two locker depths
Height 1255 mm with DBS decor cover plate and three tiers.
Height 1950 mm with up to six tiers.
Depths 490 mm and 590 mm.

...in various door-front materials
Doors in steel or acrylic glass.
An ingenious combination.

You can choose from many attractive coatings at C+P as a standard feature. We are also always glad to fulfil all your individual colour and surface finish wishes. You can find the entire range and additional information about colour design in the latest catalogue. Have fun choosing!

Carcass colours: There are numerous additional options besides the classic white aluminium and black grey carcass colours.

Resisto steel doors

Thanks to their curved design, the special doors of 1.5 mm thick steel are extremely sturdy – robust and ‘rascal-proof’.

Optionally, the Resisto steel doors can also be given a high-gloss coating – a visual highlight for a high-quality ambience.

Intro steel doors

Steel doors in the Intro series are supplied with single or double walls depending on the compartment size.

Intro acrylic glass doors

Intro acrylic glass doors are the perfect solution when locker contents need to remain visible.

Door/feature colours: Vivid or muted shades are suitable particularly as door or feature colours.

Acrylic glass colours (Intro):

Doors made of acrylic glass are available in various colour tones.
Incidentally:
C+P is a true specialist for tasteful and efficient furniture made of steel! Over several decades, we have developed a mastery of this field that is virtually unsurpassed. So it is hardly surprising that our customers have made C+P the market leader in several product segments.

Further information on the assembled box locker ranges and the address of a specialist dealer in your vicinity are available from
Tel. +49 (0) 6465/919-370
info@cpmoebel.de